Possibility Accelerator Experience

Invite information from the interconnected field of consciousness to arise
Invite or invoke noetic energy and information and energy to move *towards* you

Paying *attention* and being open to whatever arises from the interconnected field of consciousness

Informs and enhances Moonshot clarity and direction
INTRODUCTION

IONS Guiding Hypothesis

Everything is interconnected. By embodying an awareness of this interconnection, we can tap into information and energy not limited by space and time, and profoundly amplify transformation, innovation, and well-being.
Noetic Signature™

A unique manner in which we “receive and express information and energy not limited by space and time.”
Research

- Psi Phenomena
- “Aha” or Eureka Moments (Isaac Newton)
- Global Consciousness Project
- Transpersonal medicine (distance healing)
- Prayer or Ritual
REVEAL